GREENHOUSES, ATMOSPHERE, CARBON AND CLIMATE

NASA/JPL-Caltech

Have you ever hopped into a car after it had been sitting in the Sun on a hot day? It
was really warm inside, wasn’t it! The car was acting like a “greenhouse.” If you’ve
been to a garden store, where the roof and walls were made of glass or plastic, you
have probably been inside a real greenhouse. They are special places where plants
can grow when outside temperatures are too cold. That’s because the air inside a
greenhouse is much warmer than the outside, thanks to the Sun. The glass from the
greenhouse roof and walls lets sunlight and heat inside. Once inside heat is trapped.
This keeps the plants inside nice and warm, even at night when it’s colder outside.

YOUR QUEST:
Experience how greenhouses work by building a pizza-box version of one, and maybe cook smores inside it. Yum!
Then, you will make a model of Earth’s atmosphere, followed by an experiment making, carbon dioxide, CO2, an
invisible gas. Later, you will perform an experiment growing flower seeds in two environments. Finally, you’ll get
outside to plant the flowers you grew, shake hands with some trees, and hopefully visit a greenhouse.
LET THE FUN BEGIN AND MAKE A SOLAR (SUN) S’MORES OVEN.
(S’more is short for wanting “some more.”) Modified from Make S’mores With a Solar Oven! | NASA Climate Kids

TERMS TO KNOW (MORE TERMS ARE ON THE LAST PAGE. TERMS ARE IN BOLD.)
Absorb: to soak up or take in
Insulation: material used to reduce heat loss (Your jacket is insulation. It keeps your body’s heat close to you.)
Reflect: to bounce off a surface
Heat: a form of energy
Temperature: a measurement of hotness or coldness
Thermometer: A tool to measure hotness or coldness
MATERIALS LIST: Unless noted, images are from Make S’mores With a Solar Oven! | NASA Climate Kids
• Cardboard box with an attached, hinged lid, like a shoebox or pizza box
• Aluminum foil
Hinge = the attached,
bendable part of the box
• Plastic wrap
• Black construction paper (any dark paper will work)
• Newspaper
• Glue stick or white glue
• Transparent tape
• 1 twelve-inch stick, skewer, knitting needle or ruler to prop up flap in the lid
• Ruler or straight-edge to draw cutting lines
licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
• Box cutter or Xacto knife (with adult help!!!)
• Optional: something to heat up—pizza or s’mores (s’more ingredients: graham cracker square, thin chocolate square, marshmallow)
• Optional: thermometer
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DIRECTIONS: Numbers on pictures match the number of a direction.
1. Start with a hinged pizza or shoe box folded into its box shape.
2. With adult help use a straight edge or ruler as a guide to draw and then cut a 3sided flap out of the top of the box, leaving a 1-inch border around the three
sides. DO NOT cut the hinged edge of the box.
3. Gently fold the flap back along the UNCUT hinged edge to make a crease.
4. Wrap the inside of this flap with aluminum foil. Tape the ends of the foil on the outside of the flap, making the
foil as smooth as possible—the more mirror-like the foil , the better. TIP: It might help to dab glue on the
cardboard first, then wrap the flap with foil. (See the image on the next page.)
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5. If using a pizza or shoe box that can be flattened, open the box so it’s
completely flat and line the entire rest of the inside of the box with aluminum
foil (flap already done). Glue the cardboard first and make it as smooth as
possible. If the box is not able to be flattened, do the best you can to cover
EVERY inch of the inside with foil.
6. Refold the container into a box shape again.
7. Glue a black piece of construction paper to the bottom of the box, on top of
the foil. (It absorbs heat.)
8. Roll up and tape newspapers into 1-inch rolls and fit them into the bottom edges
of the box. Tape them in place if needed. (They will be used for insulation.)
9. Cut 2 pieces of plastic wrap 2 or 3 inches larger than the opening cut in the box.
10. Wrap and tape one piece of plastic wrap to the underside of the flap, over the
foil. After taping one side, be sure to pull the plastic wrap tight, and then tape
down all 4 sides. A helper would be useful. Remember to tape/seal the hinged
end of the plastic wrap to the foil inside of the box.
11. Tape the other piece of plastic wrap over the box opening. Making sure the
plastic wrap is tight, then tape down all 4 sides making a good seal. CAUTION: if
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Tape plastic wrap
To edges here.
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you are unable to open the box BEFORE this, put your food inside before you wrap the opening in plastic!

12. If you want, open the box as you normally would, and insert some food inside to heat up. Don’t let your food
touch the plastic wrap, though. For that reason, if you’re heating s’mores in a pizza box, maybe separate
ingredients into two layers: graham cracker with chocolate, and graham cracker with a marshmallow; side by side
not stacked.
13. If you have a thermometer but not food, just place a thermometer inside the box. Do you think the
temperature will change from the time you put it in, until later? If yes, how much? Why?
14. If you haven’t food or a thermometer, wait 30-60 minutes and gently feel the heat on the plastic and the bottom
of the box.
15. Take the box outside on a nice sunny day. Open the flap and turn the box so the
How it works
foil on the flap is facing the Sun. Move the flap gently up and down to see how
the Sun reflects off the foil into the box. NOTE: If it’s cold, but clear and sunny
outside, put a towel or blanket under the box for added insulation.
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16. Find the best angle to get the most reflected sunlight into the box.
licensed under
17. Use a stick or ruler to prop up the flap so that it bounces sunlight into the box.
CC BY-NC
You will probably need to tape it in place. Now be patient. You might have to
wait 30 minutes or more before you have s’mores, longer for warm pizza.
For fun, experiment with different sized boxes to see if there’s a difference in temperature and cooking time.
ATMOSPHERE
Your solar oven acted just like a greenhouse. The plastic wrap let sunlight and heat inside,
and once there, the heat got trapped. The plastic wrap acted like Earth’s atmosphere.
What’s that? Think of our atmosphere as a thin jacket or blanket of air surrounding Earth, or
a gigantic orange peel surrounding an orange-like Earth. The atmosphere is a mixture of
gases that help plants grow. Plus, it gives animals, you, and me the oxygen we need to
breathe.

Atmosphere | NASA Climate
Kids

There are 4 layers to our atmosphere, and we live in the lowest layer called troposphere. It gives us our air to
breathe and keeps us warm. The word troposphere means “sphere of change,” which fits, because this is where
most of our weather takes place. Weather changes every day, in every place in the world—
Atmosphere = skin
hot, cold, clouds, wind, rain, snow, and storms. Our atmosphere protects Earth by burning
up objects like meteors from space. It also protects us from the Sun’s harmful rays that
cause sunburns even on partly cloudy days. The layers of atmosphere together are actually
very thin compared to the size of Earth. If Earth were the size of an apple, the troposphere
licensed under CC BY-SA
and the next layer called stratosphere, would be as thin as the apple’s skin!
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MAKE A 4-LAYER MODEL OF OUR ATMOSPHERE
This is a modified activity from UCAR https://scied.ucar.edu and NOAA www.nesdis.noaa.gov

MATERIALS:
• 1 yard (3 feet or 36 inches) of string or yarn
• Ruler, yard or meter stick, or tape measure with millimeter and centimeter markings
• Marker
• Tape
• Scrap paper or cut out descriptions
Directions:
1. Review the “Atmospheric Layer Thicknesses” chart below.
2. Stretch out your string flat—tape it down if you have to.
3. Measure 10 mm from the end of the stirring, and draw a dot on the string. This represents our Troposphere.
4. From the 10 mm dot, measure 40 mm more, and make another dot on the string. That’s the Stratosphere.
5. From the top mark (50 mm), measure another 30 mm and mark the string. That’s the Mesosphere.
6. Finally, from the top mark (80 mm) measure another 700 mm. and mark the string. This is the Thermosphere.
7. Cut the string a little bit after the last mark, which should be at 78 centimeters (about 30 inches).
8. Use your own, or cut up the descriptions below for each layer, and tape it in between marks on the string.
Atmospheric Layer
Troposphere

Model Thickness
10 mm (1 cm)

Top of layer
10 mm (1 ½ cm)

About the Real Thickness
10 km or 6 miles

Stratosphere

40 mm (4 cm)

50 mm (6 ½ cm)

40 km or 25 miles

Mesosphere

30 mm (8 cm)

80 mm (80 cm)

30 km or 19 miles

Thermosphere

700 mm (70 cm)

780 mm (78 cm)

700 km or 435 miles

Total thickness of all layers from Earth’s Surface

780 km or 485 miles

Outer Space

Mesosphere

Troposphere

Earth’s Surface

KEY to Measurement Units
NOTE: in the model 1 millimeter (mm) =
about 1 kilometer (km) of actual
atmosphere
Real measurements:
▪ 1 km = about 2/3 a mile or 3,280 feet
▪ 10 mm = 1 centimeter (cm) = a little
more than 1/3 inch
▪ 100 cm = 1 meter (m) = about 39
inches
▪ 1000 m = 1 km
▪ 6,378 km = distance from the center
of Earth to its surface (3,963 miles)

789 km or 485 miles

The troposphere is where we live, and has the air we need to breathe.
The air is made of nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide. Most our
weather happens here. This is where you’ll find airplanes.

The stratosphere is the layer above where we live. It is very dry, with
very few clouds, and no storms to mix up the air. Weather and scientific
balloons can be found floating here.

The mesosphere has “thin” air, which means we wouldn’t be able to
breathe there. This is also the coldest layer of the atmosphere.
Meteors (shooting stars) burn up here.

The thermosphere’s temperature can range 200 to 2,000F because it
absorbs lots of heat energy from the Sun. Luckily, the International
Space Station and satellites orbit Earth from the lower, cooler parts.
Space travelers experience weightlessness here.

from Peeling Back the Layers of the Atmosphere | NOAA National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NESDIS)
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THE CARBON CYCLE & CARBON DIOXIDE
Some of the gases in our atmosphere cycle naturally
between the land and the air, like water vapor (H2O) and
carbon dioxide (CO2). The water cycle moves water through
evaporation (water vapor), to condensation (clouds) to
precipitation (rain & snow) and then starts all over again.
The carbon cycle does something like that too.
Carbon is a chemical element—an important atom—a
building block of diamonds, coal, pencil lead, plants, you and
me. When it combines with 2 oxygen atoms, which is in the
air we breathe, it becomes carbon dioxide, CO2. CO2 cycles
through air, oceans, plants, animals, soil, and us. Some parts
of the carbon cycle add CO2 to the air.
These are called “sources,” the arrows
Greenhouse Effect: Keeping the Balance | NASA & Climate KidsGardening
pointing up in the diagram. Other
parts of the cycle remove CO2 from the air, and these are called “sinks,” the arrows pointing
down in the diagram. Important sinks are plants and forests. When they photosynthesize
(make their own food), they take in CO2 from the air through their stomata—little pores on the
underside of leaves. Oceans, however, are the biggest sink for CO2 because of their size
covering most of the Earth. Some sources are from animal waste, and decaying things, but
most of our CO2 comes from fuel we burn when we use our factories, cars and heat our homes.
LET’S MAKE AN INVISIBLE GAS
Modified from NASA The Air We Breathe, a free downloadable book The Air We Breathe pdf (nasa.gov)
Did you know what we breathe out (exhale)? It’s CO2! Do you know what makes pop fizzy? That’s right, CO2! How about
carbonated (sparkling) water? Correct, CO2! Have you ever eaten the candy, Pop Rocks? Yep, they have CO 2 too.

Materials:
• Plastic bottle (12—16-ounce water bottles work)
• ¼ to ½ cup of vinegar (smaller amount for smaller bottles)
• 1 to 2 teaspoon baking soda (sodium bicarbonate) (smaller amount for smaller bottles)
• 1 funnel (you can make one by rolling paper into a cone and snipping off the point)
• Pencil, skewer, or anything thin
• 1 helper
Directions: Match the directions to numbers in the blue diagram on the right.
1. Pour the vinegar into the bottle. If you use a funnel, dry it off before step 2.
2. Use the funnel to slowly fill the balloon with baking soda. Unclog funnel & soda with pencil or skewer.
3. Have a helper hold the bottle, while you stretch the opening of the balloon over the bottle’s neck.
CAUTION: Keep the balloon hanging off the side of the bottle. You don’t want soda to fall in the bottle
yet. Then be sure the balloon is completely attached to the neck of the bottle.
4. Hold the balloon neck on the bottle, and lift the balloon up vertically  so all the baking soda falls into
the bottle. Then watch! You just made a gas from a liquid (vinegar), and a solid (baking soda)!
5. Remove the balloon carefully by holding the balloon’s neck tightly. Tie the balloon into a knot, and
label it CO2! You just made an invisible gas.
This is quite a phenomenon. How did it happen? When the baking soda and vinegar mixed, they had what’s
called a “chemical reaction,” and made something completely different, the invisible gas carbon dioxide,
CO2. As you can see, although gases are invisible, they still have mass (weight) and take up space.
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THE TROPOSPHERE HAS A GAS PROBLEM!

Greenhouse effect
https://www.noaa.gov/

The Troposphere is where we live and breathe—our home. For
thousands of years these gases had a nice balance that resulted in
temperatures and weather that we like. Back then greenhouse gasses
like water vapor, and carbon dioxide, CO2, kept Earth livable by holding
onto some of Earth’s heat energy, so it didn’t all escape into space and
freeze us out. This heat trapping is known as the “greenhouse effect.”
The key back then was that the sources and sinks cycled the same
amounts of CO2 in a nice balance. The water cycle was the same then
too, and still is. It hasn’t changed since the days before dinosaurs.

Carbon dioxide is different, though. 150 years ago, during what is called the industrial revolution, people discovered
they could burn fuels (coal, oil, natural gas) that had been buried for thousands of years—fossil fuels. It was great for
people back then to actually have a reliable way to heat their homes, run factories, machines, cars, and trucks. But
that meant CO2 that had been hiding underground, was being pumped into the air.
That is why the layer of our troposphere, where we live, has a gas problem. There’s too much carbon dioxide, CO2,
and it’s throwing the planet’s atmospheric balance out of whack. Sadly, all this CO2 is causing our climate to
change—to warm up. Scientists call this global warming because data show that Earth is warming up, but it’s
confusing when we have snow at the end of March. It’s cold then, right? How could that be “global warming?” Well,
snow at the end of March will happen occasionally, but that’s WEATHER. It’s just a day or week of weird weather.
Climate, instead, is studied over decades and centuries (tens and hundreds of years), and those studies have shown a
trend: our climate is changing, even in rainy western Washington. Scientists at the University of Washington have
been collecting data about our climate for years. The term they use is climate change.
Between 1895 to 2011 our temperature has risen 1.3F. That doesn’t seem like a big deal, but it is. Just a
small jump in temperature causes changes in ocean temperatures, and that changes wind patterns,
directions, strength, cloud formation and storms. Think of it this way—when your temperature goes up
1F, you feel crummy, but if it goes up more than that, you stay home from school, and if it goes up 5F
you end up in the hospital. Our bodies and our climate are a very complicated systems! Over time,
though, a rise in temperature, in even small amounts, causes problems in Washington State. Here are a
few: longer frost-free seasons (leads to hotter temperatures, droughts, fires); shrinking glaciers (less
snow in mountains, less water for us and plants); smaller spring snow levels in the mountains (less water);
earlier peak river flows (flooding); rising levels in Puget Sound and Pacific coast (floods). Plants could leaf
out and bloom earlier before bees, butterflies, and birds can get to them. Even majestic native plants like
Douglas fir or western redcedar, could find it hard to survive in the heat. All of these can affect our enjoyment of
back yards, parks, beaches, and even how we garden and grow thing.
Climate Change | Climate Impacts Group (uw.edu)
Oregon Forests and Climate Change (oregonstate.edu)

Learn | Climate Impacts Group (uw.edu)

Considering Assisted Migration for Trees in a Changing Climate -

Climate Change | Soil Management | Washington State University (wsu.edu)

SO, WHAT CAN WE DO TO HELP?
The first thing we can do, is learn more about how our environment and atmosphere work. Then
we can learn how to live on Earth while making things better. For now, we can grow our own
vegetables and fruits—even in pots. We can plant heat tolerant plants, flowers pollinators like, and
trees too. New plants and the trees are “sinks” and will help remove CO2 from the air. When we
grow our own food, we also prevent more CO2 from getting into the air from fossil-fuel-burning
trucks, planes, and ships that transport food to us from far away. We can also reduce our “carbon
footprint.” A carbon footprint is the amount of carbon dioxide we release, a “source,” into the air because of our
own energy needs. For example, we could use LED lightbulbs, turn off electronics when not being used, turn down
the heat, walk or bike instead of taking a car, and don’t forget, we should conserve water too! Maybe later on in life,
consider a career in a climate-related science, and take the lead in making our world a better place. Some content from:
Climate Change in the Garden final draft.pdf (wpmucdn.com)
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Climate Friendly Gardening – Tip Sheet #14 | King County | Washington State University (wsu.edu)

LET’S START NOW! SOW SOME SEEDS FOR A BETTER WORLD!
(THIS IS ALSO A GREENHOUSE EXPERIMENT)
MATERIALS:
• “Take-out” or egg carton made out of paper pulp
• Nail or something to poke holes in the carton
• Four 5-inch sticks, toothpicks, chopsticks, or skewers
• Seeds (photographs are French marigolds, Tagetes
patula)—odd looking seeds—like porcupine quills
• Seeds starting mix (This is fluffier than regular potting
mix and easier for seeds to germinate—sprout.)
• Water
• Plastic produce bag from the grocery store, or other
clear, lightweight plastic bag
• Twist tie, string, or yarn
• Spray bottle optional
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DIRECTIONS: Numbers on pictures match a direction.
1. Cut the carton in half. (If you use egg carton, cut off the lid. You can only use the “dimple”
side. (dimple = where eggs sit) If you use the take-out carton, you can use both halves.)
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2. Poke a hole in 4 corners of the carton, or a hole in each dimple.
3. Place soil in an old container or bucket.
4. Add little bits of water to the soil and mix it up, until it feels like a damp sponge. If clumps in
the soil don’t squish apart, remove them. Remove small sticks too.
5. Place the soil into both sides of the take-out carton, or into the dimples of the egg carton.
6. GENTLY press down the soil and smooth it out.
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7. Follow directions on the seed packet. For our marigolds lay 1 seed down on top of the
soil, in the corners of each take-out carton—4 seeds total, or 1 seed into each dimple.
8. Sprinkle about 1/8-inch of soil over the seeds.
9. Squirt or gently drip water over the sprinkled soil. Feel the weight of
8
the cartons. This will help you know when it’s time to water later on.
10. Now the experiment part: Put sticks into the corners of ONE take out
container. Or put sticks in the corner of the rectangle around 6 dimples.
11. Carefully cover the part of the carton with the sticks with the plastic
Sprinkle
soil over
to make a “greenhouse.” If you poke holes in the bag, start over with
seeds
another bag. Tie the end of the bag closed.
12. Place the cartons on a plate or cookie sheet (to catch water) and put
them in a sunny, warm window.
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13. The soil just needs to stay damp, so spray water ON
THE SOIL or drip water ON THE SOIL several times a day
on the NON-greenhouse side of the carton. (If you spray
the leaves, they could grow mold/mildew.)
14. Spray or water the covered side whenever you don’t see
condensation (drips of water) on the plastic, or when the
11
carton seems too light in weight.
15. Watch for the seedling’s first “true leaves.” These are NOT
the first leaf-like things to poke through the soil. Those are
called cotyledons or seed leaves. True leaves sprout AFTER the
cotyledons and look very different. See the picture.

seeds

seeds

True leaves

cotyledons
Seeds (ednet.ns.ca)
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16. Rotate (turn) the carton every day, so that seedlings don’t lean toward the light. You want your seedlings to be
tall and straight. This leaning is called phototropism, a very cool phenomenon!!!
17. When seedlings get tall enough to touch the plastic, remove the bag.
18. Back to the Experiment: Have you noticed any difference between the seedlings in the “greenhouse” and the
ones exposed to air? If there is, can you think of a reason why? What would happen if you left the bagged carton
in the hot sun? Hmmm? Would the bag create its own greenhouse effect, hot enough to harm the plant?
19. Check this website to find out when your city can expect to have frost-free weather (weather above 32F).
Washington Interactive Average Last Frost Date Map (plantmaps.com) Woodinville’s average last frost date is between
April 11th and 20th. Most annual flowers don’t like cold weather, or cold soil, though, so plan to plant them
outside probably sometime in May. Lot’s of people think Mother’s Day is just right.
20. When your seedlings reach 3-inches tall, AND have 3 sets of true leaves, AND when weather warms up and
danger of frost has passed, you can plant your seedlings outside.
21. But first get them used to Sun—toughened up. Gardeners call this “harden-off.” Take your cartons outside into
the sun a little bit each day for week. Start with an hour the 1st day, and add one hour on each of the following
days, so that at the end of the week, they will be ready to be planted.
Remember to water, water, water!
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22. While hardening off seedling, prepare the soil in the ground or pot by
loosening it up. Dig down 4 inches and 4 inches wide for each seedling.
Break up dirt clods, remove sticks and rocks.
23. When it’s time to plant, dig a hole in the soil you loosened up. Set the
dirt you dig off to the side. You will use it in step 25.
24. After the soil is loosened and hole is dug, use a spoon to gently lift the
seedling out of the carton, being careful not to tear the roots.
25. Place the seedling’s root ball into the hole (roots surrounded with dirt).
Make sure the leafy part is above the ground. Cover the root ball with
soil to the same level as it was in the carton, and pat it into place.
26. Gently water the soil near the plant until it is moist but not flooded.
Check on your seedlings often to protect from slugs and bunnies. See
hortsense.cahnrs.wsu.edu/Search/MainMenuWithFactSheet.aspx?CategoryId=5&PlantDefId=56&ProblemId=294

27. Continue to water the soil gently every day until the plant is sturdy and growing new
leaves, especially if it is hot. After a while you can water less because marigolds don’t
require lots of water, but don’t let the plant wilt.
28. After your plant starts to flower, snip off the wilted flowers. Doing this tells the plant
to make more flowers.
29. If you want to “harvest” (collect) seeds, you can use the snipped off wilted flowers
(marigolds shown). Just peel open the bottom “shell” beneath the petals to expose the
small thin, pointy seeds. Scatter these on paper towel indoors to dry. Once dry, put the
seeds into an envelope or glass jar and keep them in a cool dry place, like a refrigerator,
until next spring, when you can plant them.
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NEXT GENERATION SCIENCE STANDARDS TOUCHED ON IN THIS LESSON (NGSS)
Disciplinary Core Ideas
LS1.A: Plants have internal and external structures that serve various functions in growth, survival, and reproduction.
LS1.C: Plants acquire their material for growth chiefly from air and water.
LS2.A: Organisms can survive only in environments in which their particular needs are met.
LS2.B: Matter cycles between the air and soil and among plants, animals as these organisms live and die. Organisms obtain gases, and water, from the
environment, and release waste matter (gas, liquid or solid) back into the environment.
LS2.C: When the environment changes in ways that affect a place’s physical characteristics, temperature, or availability of resources, some organisms survive and
reproduce, others move to new locations, yet others move into the transformed environment and some die.
PS1.A: Matter of any type can be subdivided into particles that are too small to see, but even then matter still exists and can be detected by other means. A
model shows that gases are made from matter particles that are too small to see. Observations include the inflation and shape of a balloon.
PS1.B: When two or more different substances are mixed, a new substance with different properties may be formed.
PS3.B: Energy is present whenever there are moving objects, sound, light, or heat. Some energy is transferred to the surrounding air, as air gets heated.
ESS1.C: Local, regional, and global patterns of rock formations reveal changes over time due to Earth’s forces. The presence and location of certain fossil types
indicate the order in which rock layers were formed.
ESS2. A: Earth’s major systems are the geosphere (rock), the hydrosphere (water/ice), the atmosphere (air), and the biosphere (living things). These systems
interact in multiple ways to affect Earth’s surface materials and processes. Winds and clouds in the atmosphere interact with the landforms to determine
patterns of weather.
ESS2.D: Scientists record patterns of the weather across different times and areas so that they can make predictions about what kind of weather might happen
next. Climate describes a range of an area’s typical weather conditions and the extent to which those conditions vary over years.
ETS1.B: Designs can be conveyed through sketches, drawings, or physical models. These are useful in communicating ideas.
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Crosscutting Concepts
*Similarities and differences in patterns
can be used to analyze simple rates of
change for natural phenomena.
*Patterns can be used as evidence to
support an explanation.
*Cause and effect relationships are
routinely identified, tested, and used to
explain change.
*Standard units are used to measure and
describe physical quantities such as
weight, time, temperature, distance, and
volume.
*A system is a group of related parts that
make up a whole.
*Matter is made of particles.
*Matter flows and cycles; can be tracked.
*Change is measured in terms of
differences over time.

Air in the
Troposphere
Moves
Over
Spaceship Earth
Protecting us from
Harmful heat
Energy
Refreshing
Every living thing

Haiku
Our atmosphere plays
Delicate balancing act
That we can, will fix

5 syllables
7 syllables
5 syllables

What does a cloud wear
under its clothes?
Thunderwear.

What falls but never
hits the ground?
The temperature

What’s the difference
between weather and
climate?
You can’t weather a tree,
but you can climate.

GET OUTSIDE FOR A FIELD TRIP
• Go to a garden store, get inspired to plant.
• Go to a park, to shake hands with trees &
thank them for absorbing carbon.
• Inspect leaves. Find stomata (tiny pores) on
the underside of leaves. They absorb CO2
from the air.
VISIT A GREENHOUSE—SEE HOW IT FEELS.
Here are some…most are free
Molbak’s—Woodinville
Flower World—Maltby
Magnolia Garden Center—Seattle
South Seattle College Garden Center
Volunteer Park Conservatory—Seattle
Seymour Conservatory—Tacoma
Swanson’s Nursery—Seattle
Sky Nursery—Shoreline
Carpinito Brothers Nursery—Kent
Amazon Spheres—Seattle

Star light, star bright,
First star I see tonight,
I Wish I may, I wish I might,
Never mind, it’s a satellite.

Why can’t Elsa from Frozen have
a balloon? Because she will
“let it go, let it go.”

What is the richest
kind of air?
A millionaire

GREAT WEBSITES AND LINKS
Free Book The Air We Breathe pdf (nasa.gov)
Short videos or animations
*Global Warming: The Physics of the Greenhouse
Effect | PBS LearningMedia
*The Warming Trend and the Greenhouse Effect |
PBS LearningMedia
*What is the carbon cycle? (noaa.gov)
*What Is the Greenhouse Effect? | NASA Climate
Kids
*Graphic: The Greenhouse Effect – Climate
Change: Vital Signs of the Planet (nasa.gov)
*Earth Minute Videos | Explore – Climate Change:
Vital Signs of the Planet (nasa.gov)
*The Climate Time Machine | NASA Climate Kids
Shows changes over time animation
*What's in the Atmosphere? | NASA Climate Kids
Websites for Kids
*Earth and Atmospheric Science Fun at NCAR Kids'
Crossing (ucar.edu)
*Home | NASA Climate Kids
*Climate Change | The Franklin Institute (fi.edu)
*http://www.ssec.si.edu/app/weather
*What makes Earth's atmosphere stay put? | Earth
| EarthSky
*http://eo.ucar.edu/kids/
Websites and Links Mostly for Adults
*Climate Impacts Group (uw.edu)
*Oregon State University (pnwcirc.org)
*Home | Climate Toolbox
*Climate Friendly Gardening – Tip Sheet #14 | King
County | Washington State University (wsu.edu)
*WSU Extension Publications|Global Climate
Change
Unless noted, all images licensed under
creative commons CC BY-SA, CC BY-SA-NC,
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Greenhouse Effect—Global Warming—Climate Change
Books for Kids
(* National Science Teacher Association award winning books)
A Warmer World: from polar bears to butterflies by Arnold, Caroline
Animals in Danger: understanding climate change by Free, Katie
Bill Nye’s Great Big World of Science by Nye, Bill
Burning Out: energy from fossil fuels by Dickman, Nancy
Bye Penguin! By Lee, Seou
Changing Climate by Bailey, Gerry
Climate Action: what happened and what we can do by Simon, Seymour
Climate Change and Life on Earth by Onuoha, Chinwe
Climate Change by DK Woodward, John
Climate Change by Green, Dan
Climate Change by Hudak, Heather C.
Climate Change by Sharif-Draper, Maryam
Climate Change: discover how it impacts spaceship Earth by Sneideman Joshua
Climate Change: Myths and Controversies by Ollhoff, Jim
Climate Change: the real problem and what we can do to fix it by Harmon, Alice
Climate Change: the science behind melting glaciers and warming oceans: with
hands-on science activities by Sneideman, Joshua
Climate change: True Books—Ecosystems by Benoit, Peter
Earth’s Climate Change: carbon dioxide overload by Bow, James
Earth’s Fever by Aitken, Stephen
Facing a Warming World: understanding climate change by McDaniel Melissa
Fever on the Land by Aitken, Stephen
Girl Warriors: how 25 young activists are saving the Earth by Sarah Rachel
*Global Warming by Simon, Seymour *
Greta and the Giants by Tucker, Zoe
Greta’s Story: the schoolgirl who went on strike to save the planet by Camerini,
Valentina
*Hopping Ahead of Climate Change by Collard, Sneed B *
*How Weather Works: a hands-on guide to our changing climate by Dorion,
Christiane *
I am Polar Bear by Lewis, J. Patrick
If Polar Bears Disappeared by Williams, Lily
Investigating the Carbon Cycle by Lindeen, Mary
Is Our Climate Changing? By Rooney Anne
It’s Getting Hot in Here: past, present, and future of climate change by Heos, Bridget
Little Polar Bear by Beer, Hans de
Love the Earth: understanding climate change, speaking up for solutions and living
an Earth-friendly life by Hammond, Mel
Nancy Drew Diaries #4: The Charmed Bracelet and Global Warming by Petrucha,
Stefan
Out of the Ice: how climate change is revealing the past by Eamer, Claire
Pika Country: climate change at the top of the world by Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw *
Planet Earth: finding balance on the blue marble by Reilly, Kathleen M.
*Polar Bear: shrinking ice by Person, Stephen *
Polar Bear’s Search for Ice: a cause-and-effect investigation by Olson, Gillia M.
Protect Nature by Barnham, Kay
Protecting the Planet by Spilsbury, Louise
Stand up! Speak Up!: A story inspired by the Climate Change Revolution by Joyner,
Andrew
Super Sons: book 1 The Polarshield Project by Pearson, Ridley
The Extreme Weather and Rising Seas by Hamalainen, Karina
The Greenhouse Effect: understanding climate change by Grunbaum, Mara
The Last Polar Bear by George, Jean Craighead
The Magic School Bus and the Climate Challenge by Cole, Joanna
The Story of Climate Change by Barr, Catherine
This Book Will (help) Cool the Climate: 50 ways to cut pollution and protect our
planet! By Thomas, Isabel
Ultimate Weatherpedia by Drimmer, Stephanie Warren
Understanding Global Warming with Max Axiom, Super Scientist by Biskup,
Agnieszka
Waiting for Ice by Markle, Sandra
Weather and Climate: with 25 science projects for kids by Reilly, Kathleen M.
Weird Weather and Changing Climates by Wilson, Hannah
What Is Climate Change? by Herman, Gail
What’s Climate Change? by Hamilton, Robert M.
What’s the Weather? By Ralston, Fraser
Why Are the Ice Caps Melting? By Rockwell, Anne F.
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Terms to Know:
Absorb: to soak up or take in
Air: invisible gasses that surround us; oxygen
is the gas we breathe
Atmosphere: a jacket of air (gases) that
surrounds Earth, keeps us warm, gives us
oxygen to breathe, it is where weather
happens
Carbon dioxide: an invisible gas (CO2)
Carbon footprint: the CO2 each of us releases
because of our own energy needs (a source)
Carbon Sink: part of carbon cycle that
removes CO2 from the air
Carbon Source: part of the carbon cycle that
adds CO2 to the air
Climate change: a change in the Earth’s
climate patterns; warming of Earth caused by
higher levels of greenhouse gasses like CO2 in
the atmosphere; mostly because of human
activity
Climate: the average weather conditions of a
region over a long period of time
Cycle: a series of events or changes that
happen over and over
Fossil Fuel: fuel made from the remains of
plants and animals that lived millions of years
ago.
Gas: an invisible substance like air—The air we
breathe is nitrogen gas and oxygen gas
Global warming: an increase in the average
temperature of Earth’s atmosphere, enough to
change climate
Greenhouse effect: when heat energy from
the Sun is trapped by Earth’s atmosphere,
warming Earth
Greenhouse gasses: carbon dioxide, water
vapor, and methane, that trap heat in the
atmosphere
Heat: a form of energy
Insulation: material used to reduce heat loss
(Your jacket is insulation. It keeps your body’s
heat close to you.)
Oxygen: the gas we need to breather
Photosynthesis: a process where plants get
energy from the Sun and CO2 from the air to
make their own food
Reflect: to bounce off a surface
Stomata: little pores/holes on the bottom of a
leaf; where CO2 goes into the leaf
System: a set of parts working together for a
purpose
Temperature: a measurement of hotness or
coldness
Weather: the temperature, rain, and wind
that you see out your window each day

